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Troubleshooting and Fixing Bluetooth Issues in MX Linux


			
Posted on February 25, 2024February 25, 2024			


			
By oarsman			


No Comments on Troubleshooting and Fixing Bluetooth Issues in MX Linux			
Bluetooth connectivity issues can be frustrating, especially when they occur on a well-regarded Linux distribution like MX Linux. If you find yourself facing Bluetooth problems on your MX Linux system, don’t worry – there are steps you can take to diagnose and resolve the issue. In this article, we will guide you through the troubleshooting…
Read More “Troubleshooting and Fixing Bluetooth Issues in MX Linux” »




Linux			How to Change Password in Linux Mint: A Step-by-Step Guide


			
Posted on January 9, 2024February 25, 2024			


			
By oarsman			


No Comments on How to Change Password in Linux Mint: A Step-by-Step Guide			
Securing your system with a strong password is a fundamental aspect of maintaining a safe and private computing environment. In Linux Mint, changing your password is a straightforward process that involves a few simple steps. In this guide, we will walk you through the process of changing your password in Linux Mint, providing detailed instructions…
Read More “How to Change Password in Linux Mint: A Step-by-Step Guide” »




Linux Mint			Installing BeEF on Kali Linux: A Step-by-Step Guide


			
Posted on December 28, 2023January 9, 2024			


			
By oarsman			


No Comments on Installing BeEF on Kali Linux: A Step-by-Step Guide			
BeEF (Browser Exploitation Framework) is a powerful penetration testing tool used for testing the security of web browsers. It allows security professionals to assess the vulnerabilities in web applications by exploiting the client-side of web applications. In this article, we will walk you through the step-by-step process of installing BeEF on Kali Linux. Prerequisites Before…
Read More “Installing BeEF on Kali Linux: A Step-by-Step Guide” »




Kali Linux			A Comprehensive Guide to Installing Anbox on Zorin OS


			
Posted on December 19, 2023December 19, 2023			


			
By oarsman			


No Comments on A Comprehensive Guide to Installing Anbox on Zorin OS			
Anbox, short for Android in a Box, is a powerful tool that allows users to run Android applications on their Linux-based systems. Zorin OS, a user-friendly Linux distribution, is no exception to this capability. In this guide, we will walk you through the step-by-step process of installing Anbox on Zorin OS, complete with the necessary…
Read More “A Comprehensive Guide to Installing Anbox on Zorin OS” »




Zorin			How to Change Download Mirror in Manjaro: A Step-by-Step Guide


			
Posted on November 29, 2023November 29, 2023			


			
By oarsman			


No Comments on How to Change Download Mirror in Manjaro: A Step-by-Step Guide			
Manjaro Linux is a user-friendly and versatile distribution based on Arch Linux. One essential aspect of maintaining a Manjaro system is managing software updates efficiently. By default, Manjaro uses a set of mirrors to fetch software updates. However, users might need to change their download mirror for various reasons, such as improving download speeds or…
Read More “How to Change Download Mirror in Manjaro: A Step-by-Step Guide” »




Manjaro			How to Add the Packman Repository on openSUSE


			
Posted on November 21, 2023November 21, 2023			


			
By oarsman			


No Comments on How to Add the Packman Repository on openSUSE			
openSUSE is a versatile and powerful Linux distribution, and one of its strengths lies in its package management system. The Packman repository is a third-party repository that provides additional software packages and multimedia codecs that are not included in the default openSUSE repositories due to legal or patent issues. Furthermore, adding the Packman repository to…
Read More “How to Add the Packman Repository on openSUSE” »




Open Suse			How to Add a User to a Group in Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL)


			
Posted on November 15, 2023December 19, 2023			


			
By oarsman			


No Comments on How to Add a User to a Group in Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL)			
Introduction In Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL), user management is a crucial aspect of system administration. One common task is adding a user to a specific group, which grants the user access to certain resources or privileges. Furthermore, this article will guide you through the process of adding a user to a group in RHEL,…
Read More “How to Add a User to a Group in Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL)” »




Red Hat			How to Install Kali Linux on Android


			
Posted on November 9, 2023December 19, 2023			


			
By oarsman			


No Comments on How to Install Kali Linux on Android			
Kali Linux, known for its robust penetration testing tools and security features, can be installed on Android devices, transforming your smartphone or tablet into a powerful cybersecurity tool. In this comprehensive guide, we’ll walk you through the step-by-step process of installing Kali Linux on an Android device, providing detailed instructions and necessary commands. Prerequisites: Before…
Read More “How to Install Kali Linux on Android” »




Kali Linux			How to Check Memory Usage on CentOS


			
Posted on November 4, 2023December 19, 2023			


			
By oarsman			


No Comments on How to Check Memory Usage on CentOS			
Monitoring memory usage on your CentOS server is crucial for ensuring its optimal performance and stability. Understanding how to check memory usage allows you to identify potential issues and take necessary actions. In this detailed guide, we will explore various methods and commands to help you check memory usage on your CentOS system. Using the…
Read More “How to Check Memory Usage on CentOS” »




Centos			How to Change Your Computer Name in Linux Mint


			
Posted on October 30, 2023October 30, 2023			


			
By oarsman			


No Comments on How to Change Your Computer Name in Linux Mint			
Your computer’s name, also known as the hostname, is a vital identifier on a network. Changing it is a straightforward task in Linux Mint. Whether you want to personalize your computer’s identity or adhere to network naming conventions, this guide will walk you through the process of changing your computer name in Linux Mint in…
Read More “How to Change Your Computer Name in Linux Mint” »




Linux Mint			How to Add a Repository in MX Linux


			
Posted on October 18, 2023October 18, 2023			


			
By oarsman			


No Comments on How to Add a Repository in MX Linux			
MX Linux is a user-friendly and efficient Linux distribution based on Debian. One of its strengths is its package management system, which makes it easy to add repositories for additional software and updates. In this comprehensive guide, we will walk you through the process of adding a repository to your MX Linux system, complete with…
Read More “How to Add a Repository in MX Linux” »




MX Linux			How to Install Zorin OS Without USB


			
Posted on October 4, 2023October 4, 2023			


			
By oarsman			


No Comments on How to Install Zorin OS Without USB			
When it comes to installing Zorin OS without relying on a USB drive, you’ll find an array of approaches at your disposal. Two prominent methods stand out: one entails the use of a virtual machine (VM) to create a self-contained environment within your existing operating system, while the other involves partitioning your hard drive to…
Read More “How to Install Zorin OS Without USB” »




Zorin			How to Install Nvidia Drivers on Manjaro


			
Posted on October 1, 2023			


			
By oarsman			


No Comments on How to Install Nvidia Drivers on Manjaro			
Manjaro is a popular Arch Linux-based distribution known for its user-friendly approach to Linux. If you have an Nvidia graphics card, installing the proprietary Nvidia drivers can greatly enhance your system’s performance, especially for tasks like gaming and 3D rendering. In this comprehensive guide, we will walk you through the step-by-step process of installing Nvidia…
Read More “How to Install Nvidia Drivers on Manjaro” »




Manjaro			The Top 10 Linux Distributions in 2023


			
Posted on September 21, 2023September 21, 2023			


			
By oarsman			


No Comments on The Top 10 Linux Distributions in 2023			
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			Linux has evolved into a robust and versatile operating system with numerous distributions catering to various user needs. Whether you’re a developer, sysadmin, gamer, or just an everyday user, there’s a Linux distro that’s right for you. In this article, we’ll explore the top 10 Linux distributions in 2023, each with its unique strengths and…
Read More “The Top 10 Linux Distributions in 2023” »




Blog			Nmap Crashing on Large Networks or with Certain Options on Kali Linux: Solutions and Workarounds


			
Posted on September 18, 2023September 25, 2023			


			
By oarsman			


No Comments on Nmap Crashing on Large Networks or with Certain Options on Kali Linux: Solutions and Workarounds			
Nmap is a powerful network scanning tool that can be used to discover hosts and services on a network. However, it can sometimes crash when scanning large networks or when using certain options on Kali Linux. There are a few reasons why Nmap might crash in these situations. One reason is that Nmap can use…
Read More “Nmap Crashing on Large Networks or with Certain Options on Kali Linux: Solutions and Workarounds” »




Kali Linux			How to Fix Touchpad Not Working on MX Linux


			
Posted on September 14, 2023September 14, 2023			


			
By oarsman			


No Comments on How to Fix Touchpad Not Working on MX Linux			
MX Linux is a popular Linux distribution that is known for its stability and ease of use. However, even the most user-friendly operating systems can experience problems from time to time. One common problem that MX Linux users may encounter is a touchpad that is not working. There are a few reasons why a touchpad…
Read More “How to Fix Touchpad Not Working on MX Linux” »




Linux, MX Linux			How to Fix OpenSUSE Yast Errors


			
Posted on September 11, 2023September 11, 2023			


			
By oarsman			


No Comments on How to Fix OpenSUSE Yast Errors			
YaST is a graphical system administration tool for OpenSUSE. It is used to install, configure, and manage software, hardware, and services on OpenSUSE systems. However, even the most powerful tools can sometimes experience errors. In this guide, we will walk you through the steps to troubleshoot and fix OpenSUSE Yast errors. Check the Yast logs…
Read More “How to Fix OpenSUSE Yast Errors” »




Open Suse			Zorin OS Update Failed: How to Fix It


			
Posted on September 5, 2023September 21, 2023			


			
By oarsman			


No Comments on Zorin OS Update Failed: How to Fix It			
Zorin OS is a Linux distribution that is known for its ease of use and its beautiful desktop environment. However, even the most user-friendly operating systems can experience problems from time to time. One common problem that Zorin OS users may encounter is a failed update. There are a few reasons why an update might…
Read More “Zorin OS Update Failed: How to Fix It” »




Zorin			Manjaro Beginner Tutorials: A Step-by-Step Guide


			
Posted on September 1, 2023			


			
By oarsman			


No Comments on Manjaro Beginner Tutorials: A Step-by-Step Guide			
Manjaro is a Linux distribution that is known for its ease of use and its rolling-release model. This means that Manjaro is constantly being updated with the latest software, making it a great choice for beginners and experienced users alike. In this guide, we will walk you through some basic Manjaro tutorials that will help…
Read More “Manjaro Beginner Tutorials: A Step-by-Step Guide” »




Manjaro			How to Configure Software on Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL)


			
Posted on August 21, 2023August 21, 2023			


			
By oarsman			


No Comments on How to Configure Software on Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL)			
Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL) is a Linux distribution that is known for its stability and security. It is also known for its flexibility, which allows users to configure the software to meet their specific needs. In this guide, we will walk you through the steps for how to configure software on RHEL. We will…
Read More “How to Configure Software on Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL)” »




Red Hat			How to Fix Pacman Errors on Arch Linux


			
Posted on August 19, 2023September 25, 2023			


			
By oarsman			


No Comments on How to Fix Pacman Errors on Arch Linux			
Arch Linux is a popular Linux distribution that is known for its customizability and bleeding-edge software. However, even the most advanced operating systems can experience problems from time to time. One common problem that Arch Linux users may encounter is a pacman error. Pacman is the Arch Linux package manager. It is used to install,…
Read More “How to Fix Pacman Errors on Arch Linux” »




Arch Linux			How to Fix Boot Problems on CentOS


			
Posted on August 14, 2023August 19, 2023			


			
By oarsman			


No Comments on How to Fix Boot Problems on CentOS			
CentOS is a popular Linux distribution that is known for its stability and security. However, even the most stable operating systems can experience problems from time to time. One common problem that CentOS users may encounter is a boot problem. A boot problem is an issue that prevents your CentOS system from starting up properly….
Read More “How to Fix Boot Problems on CentOS” »




Centos			How to Fix Eopkg Error on Solus


			
Posted on August 12, 2023August 19, 2023			


			
By oarsman			


No Comments on How to Fix Eopkg Error on Solus			
Solus is a popular Linux distribution that is known for its simplicity and ease of use. However, even the most user-friendly operating systems can experience problems from time to time. One common problem that Solus users may encounter is an eopkg error. An eopkg error is a generic error that can occur for a variety…
Read More “How to Fix Eopkg Error on Solus” »




Solus			How to Fix Graphical Interface Not Working on Debian


			
Posted on August 11, 2023August 19, 2023			


			
By oarsman			


No Comments on How to Fix Graphical Interface Not Working on Debian			
Debian is a popular Linux distribution that is known for its stability and security. However, even the most stable operating systems can experience problems from time to time. One common problem that Debian users may encounter is a graphical interface that is not working. There are a few reasons why your graphical interface might not…
Read More “How to Fix Graphical Interface Not Working on Debian” »




Debian			How to Recover CentOS from Emergency Mode


			
Posted on August 10, 2023			


			
By oarsman			


No Comments on How to Recover CentOS from Emergency Mode			
Encountering a situation where CentOS enters emergency mode can be a disconcerting experience for any system administrator or user. Emergency mode indicates that the system has encountered issues during booting that require immediate attention and resolution. In such scenarios, understanding the steps to recover from emergency mode is essential to restore the normal functioning of…
Read More “How to Recover CentOS from Emergency Mode” »




Centos			How to Fix Wifi Not Working on Ubuntu


			
Posted on August 8, 2023August 19, 2023			


			
By oarsman			


No Comments on How to Fix Wifi Not Working on Ubuntu			
Ubuntu is a popular Linux distribution that is known for its ease of use. However, even the most user-friendly operating systems can have problems from time to time. One common problem that Ubuntu users may encounter is a wifi connection that is not working. There are a few reasons why your wifi might not be…
Read More “How to Fix Wifi Not Working on Ubuntu” »




Ubuntu			How to Install cPanel on CentOS


			
Posted on May 19, 2023August 8, 2023			


			
By oarsman			


No Comments on How to Install cPanel on CentOS			
About cPanel cPanel is a web-based control panel designed to simplify the management of web hosting and server administration tasks. It provides a user-friendly interface that allows users to effortlessly manage their websites, domains, email accounts, databases, and other aspects of their hosting environment. With cPanel, users can perform a wide range of functions, such…
Read More “How to Install cPanel on CentOS” »




Centos			What to Do If Ubuntu Won’t Boot After Update


			
Posted on April 30, 2023			


			
By oarsman			


No Comments on What to Do If Ubuntu Won’t Boot After Update			
Ubuntu is a well-established and widely used Linux distribution across the globe. It is a free and open-source operating system, which provides a user-friendly interface and a plethora of software applications. However, despite being a robust and stable platform, Ubuntu is not entirely free from issues that may occur after an update. One of the…
Read More “What to Do If Ubuntu Won’t Boot After Update” »




Ubuntu			How to Install RHEL When PReP is not 4 or 8 MiB In Size


			
Posted on April 15, 2023			


			
By oarsman			


No Comments on How to Install RHEL When PReP is not 4 or 8 MiB In Size			
What is PReP Size in RHEL In Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL), PReP (PowerPC Reference Platform) size refers to the amount of disk space reserved at the beginning of a disk for the PReP boot partition. The PReP boot partition is a small partition that is required for booting PowerPC-based systems. It contains the boot…
Read More “How to Install RHEL When PReP is not 4 or 8 MiB In Size” »




Red Hat			What to do if GRUB 2 Boot Loader Fails to Load in OpenSUSE


			
Posted on April 10, 2023April 10, 2023			


			
By oarsman			


No Comments on What to do if GRUB 2 Boot Loader Fails to Load in OpenSUSE			
What is GRUB 2 Boot Loader in OpenSUSE Linux GRUB 2 is a boot loader used in OpenSUSE Linux that is responsible for loading the operating system kernel into the computer’s memory. It is the first program that runs when a computer is turned on, and it is responsible for loading the operating system and…
Read More “What to do if GRUB 2 Boot Loader Fails to Load in OpenSUSE” »




Open Suse			How to Open XAMPP Control Panel on Linux Mint


			
Posted on April 9, 2023April 9, 2023			


			
By oarsman			


No Comments on How to Open XAMPP Control Panel on Linux Mint			
What is XAMPP Control Panel XAMPP Control Panel on Linux is a graphical user interface (GUI) tool that allows users to manage the services of the XAMPP web server on Linux operating systems. XAMPP is an open-source software package that includes Apache HTTP Server, MariaDB, PHP, and Perl interpreters, making it easy for developers to…
Read More “How to Open XAMPP Control Panel on Linux Mint” »




Linux Mint			How to Install Ncurses on Fedora Linux


			
Posted on April 6, 2023September 25, 2023			


			
By oarsman			


No Comments on How to Install Ncurses on Fedora Linux			
What is Ncurses Ncurses is a programming library that provides a set of functions to facilitate the development of text-based user interfaces in a terminal-independent manner. It is commonly used in Linux and Unix systems to create console-based applications that can be run in a terminal window. Ncurses provides an abstraction layer that allows developers…
Read More “How to Install Ncurses on Fedora Linux” »




Linux			How to Setup a Static IP Address on Debian Linux


			
Posted on April 2, 2023			


			
By oarsman			


No Comments on How to Setup a Static IP Address on Debian Linux			
Setting up a static IP address on Debian Linux requires a few steps, but it can provide more stability and control than using DHCP. Here’s a step-by-step guide: In this example, we set the static IP address for the eth0 interface to 192.168.1.100, with a netmask of 255.255.255.0 and a gateway of 192.168.1.1. Replace these…
Read More “How to Setup a Static IP Address on Debian Linux” »




Debian			How to Clean YUM Cache on CentOS


			
Posted on March 30, 2023March 30, 2023			


			
By oarsman			


No Comments on How to Clean YUM Cache on CentOS			
What is YUM in Linux YUM (Yellowdog Updater Modified) is a package management tool used in many Linux distributions such as CentOS, Fedora, and Red Hat Enterprise Linux. It helps to install, update, and remove software packages in a simple and efficient manner. With YUM, users can search for available packages and dependencies, check the…
Read More “How to Clean YUM Cache on CentOS” »




Linux			How to Install Wireshark on Ubuntu


			
Posted on March 24, 2023			


			
By oarsman			


No Comments on How to Install Wireshark on Ubuntu			
What is Wireshark Wireshark is a powerful network protocol analyzer that is widely used on Linux systems for troubleshooting network issues, analyzing network traffic and security auditing. It is an open-source tool that allows you to capture and analyze network packets in real time and display them in a user-friendly graphical interface. Wireshark is capable…
Read More “How to Install Wireshark on Ubuntu” »




Ubuntu			How to Enable X11 Forwarding from Red Hat Enterprise Linux


			
Posted on March 18, 2023March 18, 2023			


			
By oarsman			


No Comments on How to Enable X11 Forwarding from Red Hat Enterprise Linux			
What is X11 Forwarding? X11 forwarding is a feature of Linux/Unix systems that allows you to run graphical applications on a remote Linux/Unix server and have them displayed through your local desktop environment. This is useful when you need to run graphical applications on a server that doesn’t have a desktop environment installed or if…
Read More “How to Enable X11 Forwarding from Red Hat Enterprise Linux” »




Red Hat			OpenSUSE Linux Audio not Working


			
Posted on March 15, 2023March 18, 2023			


			
By oarsman			


No Comments on OpenSUSE Linux Audio not Working			
If you are experiencing audio issues on OpenSUSE Linux, there are several potential fixes you can try. This will open the PulseAudio Volume Control, which allows you to select the audio device and set the volume levels. This will show you a list of processes that are currently using the audio devices. If you see…
Read More “OpenSUSE Linux Audio not Working” »




Open Suse			How to Install HPLIP on Linux Mint


			
Posted on March 14, 2023March 14, 2023			


			
By oarsman			


No Comments on How to Install HPLIP on Linux Mint			
What is HPLIP? HPLIP (HP Linux Imaging and Printing) is a free, open-source software developed by HP for Linux-based operating systems. HPLIP provides drivers, utilities, and tools for printing, scanning, and faxing with HP printers. With HPLIP, users can easily install and configure HP printers on their Linux systems without the need for proprietary software….
Read More “How to Install HPLIP on Linux Mint” »




Linux Mint			How to Restart Network Service on Fedora Linux


			
Posted on March 10, 2023March 10, 2023			


			
By oarsman			


No Comments on How to Restart Network Service on Fedora Linux			
Linux Network Service The network service on Linux systems refers to the software and tools that allow a computer to connect to and communicate with other devices and networks. It enables the computer to access resources such as files, printers, and the Internet, as well as to communicate with other devices on the same network….
Read More “How to Restart Network Service on Fedora Linux” »




Fedora			How to Make your own Linux Distro from Debian


			
Posted on March 2, 2023March 2, 2023			


			
By oarsman			


No Comments on How to Make your own Linux Distro from Debian			
Making your own Linux distribution can be a challenging and rewarding experience. In this article, we will guide you through the process of creating your own Linux distribution from Debian, one of the most popular and widely-used distributions available. Before we get started, it’s important to note that creating your own Linux distribution requires a…
Read More “How to Make your own Linux Distro from Debian” »




Debian			How to Install libstdc++ on CentOS


			
Posted on March 1, 2023March 1, 2023			


			
By oarsman			


No Comments on How to Install libstdc++ on CentOS			
What is libstdc++ libstdc++ is a library of functions and classes that is an integral part of the GNU Compiler Collection (GCC) on Linux systems. It contains implementation code for standard C++ library functions, which are required by C++ programs to run. The library includes features such as input/output, strings, numeric algorithms, and memory management….
Read More “How to Install libstdc++ on CentOS” »




Centos			How to Install PostgreSQL on Ubuntu


			
Posted on February 24, 2023February 24, 2023			


			
By oarsman			


No Comments on How to Install PostgreSQL on Ubuntu			
What is PostgreSQL? PostgreSQL is a powerful, open-source relational database management system that provides robust data storage, management, and retrieval capabilities. It is one of the most popular and widely used database systems in the world and is known for its advanced features such as multi-version concurrency control, extensibility, and support for JSON and other…
Read More “How to Install PostgreSQL on Ubuntu” »




Ubuntu			How to Patch Red Hat Linux Servers


			
Posted on February 23, 2023February 23, 2023			


			
By oarsman			


No Comments on How to Patch Red Hat Linux Servers			
To patch a Red Hat Linux server, you can use the yum package manager. Follow these steps to patch your server: Update the yum package manager to make sure you have the latest software: Install the yum-plugin-security package to get information about security updates: Check for security updates: Apply all available updates: After the update…
Read More “How to Patch Red Hat Linux Servers” »




Red Hat			How to Install TOR on OpenSUSE Linux


			
Posted on February 20, 2023February 20, 2023			


			
By oarsman			


No Comments on How to Install TOR on OpenSUSE Linux			
What is TOR open-source software designed to enable anonymous communication on the internet. It works by routing your internet traffic through a network of volunteer-run servers around the world, which makes it difficult for anyone to track your activity, including your internet service provider and the websites you visit. TOR is often used by journalists,…
Read More “How to Install TOR on OpenSUSE Linux” »




Open Suse			How to Update GRUB on Linux Mint


			
Posted on February 19, 2023February 19, 2023			


			
By oarsman			


No Comments on How to Update GRUB on Linux Mint			
What is GRUB on Linux GRUB (Grand Unified Bootloader) is a boot loader software used to load the operating system kernel into memory. It is typically used on Linux-based systems, and it is responsible for finding and loading the necessary kernel and initial RAM disk to boot the system. When a computer is turned on,…
Read More “How to Update GRUB on Linux Mint” »




Linux Mint			How to Create Desktop Icon on Fedora Linux


			
Posted on February 16, 2023February 19, 2023			


			
By oarsman			


1 Comment on How to Create Desktop Icon on Fedora Linux			
Creating a desktop icon on Fedora Linux involves a few steps: This will copy the .desktop file to the user’s Desktop directory, and the icon will appear on the desktop. Alternatively, you can create a symbolic link to the .desktop file: This will create a symbolic link to the .desktop file in the user’s Desktop…
Read More “How to Create Desktop Icon on Fedora Linux” »




Fedora			How to Change Date and Time on Debian Linux


			
Posted on February 11, 2023February 11, 2023			


			
By oarsman			


No Comments on How to Change Date and Time on Debian Linux			
On Debian Linux, you can change the date and time using the date command in the terminal. However, this change will only persist until the next reboot. To set the system time permanently, you can use the timedatectl command. Here is how you can change the date and time using timedatectl: Replace YYYY-MM-DD with the…
Read More “How to Change Date and Time on Debian Linux” »




Debian			How to Check the Firewall Status on CentOS


			
Posted on February 10, 2023February 10, 2023			


			
By oarsman			


No Comments on How to Check the Firewall Status on CentOS			
How Important is a Firewall A firewall is important for any operating system, including Linux, as it acts as a barrier between the internal network and the external network, such as the Internet. It monitors and controls the incoming and outgoing network traffic based on predefined security rules. Having a firewall in place provides an…
Read More “How to Check the Firewall Status on CentOS” »




Centos			How to Find Zombie Process on Ubuntu


			
Posted on February 7, 2023February 7, 2023			


			
By oarsman			


No Comments on How to Find Zombie Process on Ubuntu			
Zombie Process A zombie process is a process in the Unix or Linux operating system that has completed its execution but still has an entry in the process table, which is a data structure used to keep track of all running processes. Zombie processes typically occur when a parent process fails to wait for one…
Read More “How to Find Zombie Process on Ubuntu” »




Ubuntu			How to Upgrade Apache HTTPd in Red Hat Enterprise Linux


			
Posted on February 6, 2023February 6, 2023			


			
By oarsman			


No Comments on How to Upgrade Apache HTTPd in Red Hat Enterprise Linux			
Apache HTTPd Apache HTTP Server, commonly referred to as Apache HTTPd or simply Apache, is a widely-used, open-source web server software that runs on various operating systems, including Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL). It is the most widely-used web server software on the internet and provides the underlying infrastructure for many websites and web-based applications….
Read More “How to Upgrade Apache HTTPd in Red Hat Enterprise Linux” »
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